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Abstract: Lung cancer (LC) is the leading cause of cancer death in the USA for both men and women, and also worldwide, it is the commonest cause of cancer death. The five-year survival rate for LC depends on the stage at which it is diagnosed. It is over 50% for cases detected in a localized stage but when the disease has spread to other organs, the five-year survival rate is only 5%. Unfortunately, only 16% of LC cases are diagnosed at an early stage. In 2013, the US Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) recommended annual LC screening with low dose chest computed tomography (CT) in adults aged 55 to 80 years who have a 30 pack-year smoking history and currently smoke or have quit within the past 15 years, based on the evidence from the National Lung Screening Trial (NLST) in the USA. When it comes to recruiting the target group for lung cancer screening (LCS), there are several barriers to overcome, such as whom exactly to include, where to find the target group, how to convince the target to participate or how to attract participants from all socioeconomic groups. The aim of this review is to find out what is already known about how the target group for LCS can be contacted and how participation can be improved, since uptake is a key issue in every (cancer) screening program. A review of the literature was conducted using ‘lung cancer screening and participation and uptake’ as search string. We searched in Web of Science and PubMed for reviews, systematic reviews and articles, published between 2015 and 2020. Compared to the target groups for screening in the long-running cancer screening programs of breast, cervical and colorectal cancer, there are several additional obstacles regarding defining, locating and recruiting of the target group for LCS. Shared decision-making is crucial when we want to reach the hard to reach for LCS and it should be improved, by educating primary care practitioners about LCS guidelines and providing them with the necessary tools, such as decision aids, to facilitate their job in this respect. Moreover, the information materials should be more tailored to specific groups who participate least.
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Introduction

Lung cancer (LC) is the leading cause of cancer death in the USA for both men and women (1). Also worldwide, LC is the commonest cause of cancer death (2).

Of all LC cases, smoking is implicated in more than 90% and prognosis is poor, with mortality close to 85% (3). However, the earlier the stage at which LC is detected, the better the prognosis. In November 2011, the first large multicenter randomized control trial—the National Lung Screening Trial (NLST) in the USA—released their results that showed that screening with chest low-dose computed tomography (LDCT) could reduce LC mortality by 20% (4,5). In the meantime, the NELSON trial in The Netherlands and Belgium also released its results (6). They found that screening with chest LDCT can reduce cause-
specific mortality in males by 26%. Based on the results of the NLST; the US Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) recommended annual lung cancer screening in 2013 (Grade B recommendation). However, as with any cancer screening program, it is important that lung cancer screening (LCS) is implemented appropriately. A data infrastructure that comprehensively captures information about the screening continuum, including eligibility assessment as a starting point, is a prerequisite, so that the benefits are not outweighed by the harms (7). A problem (cancer) screening programs can face, is that the target group does not attend, which endangers the existence of the program. Although it is clear that people can always refuse to participate after being well-informed about the benefits and harms of a (cancer) screening program, oftentimes other issues are playing a role. In these cases, more than unwillingness to participate, a lack of knowledge, not being familiar with the program or practical issues can be the reasons of non-attendance. In these cases, removing the barriers regarding these issues can help increase the participation rate. Therefore, this review will present an overview of these reasons of non-attendance and what can be done about it.

Nonetheless, contrary to breast, cervical and colorectal cancer screenings, there is much less experience in organizing LCS. Especially when it comes to recruiting the target group, there are big differences between the cancer screening programs already running for decades and LCS. This mainly has to do with two issues: (I) the target group for LCS is not mainly defined by age and sex, but is based on the risk of getting LC and (II) the fact that the risk of getting LC is highly correlated with smoking, an unhealthy life style, which could also negatively affect participation in LCS. This can result into very low participation rates. An abstract presented at the Annual Meeting of the American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO) calculated that despite the recommendation of the USPSTF in the USA only about 2% of the eligible populations are being screened for LC (8). However, in the states of Florida, Nevada, and Georgia, the collective rate in 2017 was much higher at 16.3% (9).

The aim of this review is therefore to find out what is already known about reaching the hard-to-reach for LCS, and how participation can be improved, since uptake is a key issue in every (cancer) screening program.

**Material & methods**

The review focused on studies which centered on ‘lung cancer screening and participation’ and ‘uptake’, which also was the search string. Articles included had to have been published between 2015–2020. Furthermore, they had to be in English, Spanish, French or German and be a review, systematic review or an article. The search tools used were Web of Science and the advanced search function in PubMed. Additionally, the references of a key review by Field et al., 2016 in *Lung Cancer* and those of a presentation on the European Radiology Society (ERS) Research Seminar-Lung Cancer Screening: from Trial to Practice, Barcelona, 11th of December 2018, entitled “Participation in lung cancer screening: lessons learnt from the past” by Van Hal, were screened (10,11). Once all articles were identified by our inclusion criteria they were further screened by title, then by abstract and finally by full text to make sure that they were appropriate to answer our research question. An overview of the selection procedure of the articles can be found in Figure 1. A list of all selected articles can be found in Table S1.

**Results**

From the selected articles, several topics emerged as important, and were mentioned several times. We also used them as headers for this results section. The most important findings are summarized in Table 1.

**How is the target group for LCS defined?**

The USPSTF defined the target group for LCS as current or former smokers aged 55 to 80 years who have a smoking history of 30 pack-years or more and have smoked within the past 15 years (4). This is an often used definition of the target group, but in the NELSON study, a large LCS trial in The Netherlands and Belgium, the target group was defined as current smokers and former smokers between 50 and 75 years with 10 years or less of cessation, who smoked more than 15 cigarettes daily for over 25 years or more than 10 cigarettes daily for over 30 years (12). Moreover, besides only defining a target group based on general guidelines regarding smoking history and age, it is also possible to define it based on the individual risk to get LC. Individual risk-based criteria have a higher efficiency since it allows for high-risk smokers who would not be eligible for screening based on the USPSTF criteria to be screened. They recommend that eligibility for LCS be based on a LC risk tool which is founded on surpassing a cost-effective risk-threshold which balances computed tomography (CT)
Figure 1 PRISMA flow diagram of selected articles in Web of Science and PubMed on ‘lung cancer screening’ AND ‘participation’ AND ‘uptake’ [2015–2020].

Table 1 What are the barriers and possible solutions to reach the hard-to-reach for lung cancer screening?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How is the target group for lung cancer screening defined?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barrier: no straight-forward definition whom to screen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possible solutions: using the definitions of the NLST and NELSON study; using individual risk-based criteria using lung cancer risk tools</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Locating the target group: an extra step to take</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barrier: no list of the target group readily available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possible solutions: (electronic) primary care records; intake questionnaires (e.g., during mammography screenings or smoking cessation counseling); using patient navigators</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recruitment: extra barriers specific for (ex-)smokers?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barrier: smokers tend to be reluctant to participate in LCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possible solutions: adapted educational material to the different literacy levels and backgrounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrier: gaps in knowledge about screening guidelines and reimbursement in family physicians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possible solutions: providing primary care practitioners with the necessary tools, such as decision aids</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recruitment: general barriers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barriers: barriers related to the screening test and the screening program</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 (continued)
Table 1 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Possible solutions: by shared decision-making, potential participants can be informed about the harms and benefits of screening, so that an informed choice can be made</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barriers: financial costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possible solutions: providing free screenings or health insurance coverage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barriers: language and knowledge barriers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possible solutions: tailored information materials; alternative materials such as an information film and a written booklet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Motivations to be screened—perceived benefits

| Possibilities: trust in referring physicians |
| Possibilities: early detection benefits—early diagnosis, a higher chance of survival and potential reassurance |

Which subgroups participate less?

| Barriers: subgroups participating less: low socioeconomic status |
| Possible solutions: shared decision-making to better inform this subgroup of potential participants; the use of targeted, stepped and low burden materials; stratifying invitation materials by area-level deprivation |
| Barriers: subgroups participating less: current smokers |
| Possible solutions: using patient navigators; a non-confrontational communication strategy |
| Barriers: subgroups participating less: women |
| Possible solutions: when women go to radiography practitioners to screen for other types of cancers, this would be an ideal setting to engage them into LCS and educate them as well as help them to stop smoking |

License to smoke or teachable moment?

| Barriers: lung cancer screening as a license to smoke |
| Possible solutions: incorporate smoking cessation in the patient-provider discussion about LCS; connect to the patients’ personal experience of family/friends with cancer, which will make the importance of screening and smoking cessation more salient and make them more considerate |

What can (or should) health care providers and program managers do to reach the hard-to-reach?

| Possibilities: shared decision-making, patient-provider discussions |
| Possibilities: alternative information material |
| Possibilities: personalized screening material |
| Possibilities: patient navigation |
| Possibilities: reminders for re-invitation; having screening programs in the weekends or evenings; providing shuttling or uber vouchers; sending reminders by email or SMS in a patient preferred language; deploying mobile CT scanners; offering screening services in a freestanding program where multidisciplinary teams and appropriate infrastructure can be brought to bear; offering lung cancer screening for free |

LCS, lung cancer screening; NLST, National Lung Screening Trial.

discrimination benefits and harms (13). There can, indeed, be very big differences within the target group as defined by the USPSTF or the NELSON study. When using the PLCO_{2012}, a LC risk prediction model that has been validated by research teams in several countries, including the United States, Germany, Australia, and Canada, this becomes very clear: 65 years old, current smokers with low education and 30 pack years have a 2.73% risk of getting LC within 6 years compared to if they had a higher education and were former smokers, their risk would be of 1.42% (14).

In the UK Lung Cancer Screening Trial (UKLS), the LLPv2 (Liverpool Lung Project) risk model to select
subjects with ≥5% risk of developing LC in the following 5 years, was used. Based on the results of their study, Field et al. [2016] even recommend starting LCS only at the age of 60 (15).

Locating the target group: an extra step to take

Once the target group for LCS is defined, the next step is to locate the specific target group. Since there are no lists of these people readily available, the question arises how then, the target group can be located. This depends on the specific conditions of each country. In some countries, a large sample of eligible participants can be reached through primary care records (16). Sometimes, this is even automated, so that primary care providers (PCPs) can identify eligible patients for screening through clinical reminders built into the electronic medical record (EMR), and thus refer them to the program (17). Moreover, the use of an EMR based clinical reminder system has been shown to be accepted by medics and useful to remind them about who is eligible for LCS (18). In a retrospective analysis of EMR data from patients aged 55–80 years with no history of LC who visited a PCP in a large healthcare system in California, documentation of smoking history to determine eligibility had increased from 59.2% in 2010 to 77.8% in 2016 (19). Also brief pre-consultation electronic screening forms for chest LDCT eligibility seem to be promising. PCPs reported that patients receiving these e-forms ask questions about LCS during the consultation and it encouraged PCPs to discuss smoking cessation with patients (20).

When this information is not available yet, it must be collected, for instance with intake questionnaires which could be done routinely during (mammography) screenings to identify women eligible for LCS or smoking cessation counselling (21). Radiology groups can create content information for patients to raise their awareness, increase health literacy and invite those eligible to screening (18). Although training and workflow changes will be needed, American College of Radiology mammography screening program directors seem to recognize the benefits of integrating mammography and chest LDCT screening and are receptive to educating and referring women for chest LDCT screening (22). The use of patient navigators could also be considered. A patient navigator helps patients communicate with their healthcare providers. Therefore, they receive the information they need to make informed decisions about their health care. Patient navigators would directly contact current smokers by phone, assess their eligibility, provide information about LCS and help schedule shared decision-making visits and LCS (18).

Recruitment: extra barriers specific for (ex-)smokers?

After having defined and located the target group for screening, the next step is to recruit the target group. Participation rate is key for the success and even for the (economic) survival of a (cancer) screening program. However, there could be some extra barriers specific to (ex-)smokers in terms of participation in LCS. Smokers tend to have a more fatalistic attitude and are less likely to believe that early detection is associated with a good chance of survival (23). Current smokers tend to not participate mainly due to emotional barriers (24). These emotional barriers could be associated to feelings caused by tobacco dependency (regret, guilt and feelings of entrapment) and stigma (LC as self-inflicted), which were predominant in current and some former smokers (25). Furthermore, according to Ali et al. [2015], smokers reported emotional barriers to justify non-participation (anxiety, fear and the need to avoid LC related information) (23).

Stigma plays an important role in the avoidance of lung screening and negative beliefs towards LCS. This possibly originates through the association that exists between LC, smoking and poor outcomes (26). Wang et al. [2019] also concluded that the following factors influence LCS uptake in participants, specifically smokers: fear of cancer diagnosis, perceived stigma and a sense of being judged for having smoked (18). In a population-based survey of English adults, it was found that a national LCS program would be well-received but that to improve smokers’s participation, care should be taken to minimize anxiety and stigma related to LC risk (27). Also a qualitative study in the United States concluded that high-risk participants expressed greater receptivity for promotional materials that did not further stigmatize LC and/or smoking (28). Even quite some time before LCS trials were implemented, Chapple et al. [2004] already established that stigma in smokers can have detrimental effects on their health care (29). In a qualitative study he found that some patients even concealed their illness (LC) because of stigma, shame and blame, while the real culprits were tobacco companies with unscrupulous policies. Stigma also can lead to doctor’s delay in LC diagnosis, since they could think it is just ‘normal’ the patient is coughing because he is a smoker. Every illness, or almost every illness is self-inflicted in some way or another,
but the stigma is definitely to do with smoking. Chapple et al. [2004] even found that stigma was present in people with mesothelioma or when they had stopped smoking for a long time (29). Also, a study done in Britain (25) found that among smokers 20% felt that they were being judged by health practitioners and that they smoked too long to have any benefit.

Also, the fact that LC has a poor prognosis, can play a role, as Tonge et al. [2019] discovered (30). The fear of being diagnosed with LC was the main concern behind potential participants not undergoing the screening program, specifically in the low social economical group (25). The fear of being diagnosed with LC was also found by Byrne et al. [2019] and Tonge et al. [2019] to be a barrier to LCS (30,31).

Additionally, smokers believed that their risk for cancer is so high that they will inevitably be diagnosed, thus preferring not to know (30). Quaife et al. [2017] summarized it as follows: the ‘better not to know’ attitude is one of the main reasons for current smokers not to participate (25). Personalized cancer risk information, however, could maybe result in a decrease of the perceived LC risk in patients referred for screening (32). Also, older patients can perceive themselves as too old to benefit from LCS (33).

Moreover, it is well-known that smokers are proportionally more represented in the lower socioeconomic strata of society and that people with a lower socioeconomic status (SES) generally participate less in preventive health care. Low uptake in low socio-economic groups is mostly associated to fearful and fatalistic beliefs (23). Women and people from low social economic backgrounds tend to have a more widespread pessimistic attitude towards screening (30). Besides, people from lower socioeconomic backgrounds, are often less well informed and have a lower health literacy. This can lead to a lack of awareness about the new screening method for LC, and a lack of knowledge of the eligibility to LCS. In a study with 180 face-to-face interviews among high-risk patients in Malaysia, Kok et al. [2020] found that 76.7% of the respondents had poor knowledge about cancer screening (34). There are also several misconceptions regarding LDCT; for instance that it should only be needed when there are symptoms or when no chest X-ray has been performed as Draucker et al. [2019] found in their qualitative study with telephone interviews (35).

It therefore is important that LCS educational material is adapted to the different literacy levels and backgrounds (21). A poor knowledge about LCS is also a barrier to shared decision-making, which could be defined as a collaborative process occurring between an individual and their health care provider, where patients are supported to consider their options, which result from the best available scientific evidence and the individual’s values and preferences (36).

The benefits and harms of LCS are poorly understood. Many more benefits than harms could be given by current smokers in a qualitative study with telephone interviews. This is due to several factors, such as fear of LC; shame, self-blame and futility—not able to quit so better to detect it early; perceived ability of LCS to quantify and measure risks and harms; deference to providers, lack of interest and understanding of numerical risk information, which are all leading to ‘see it more positive than it is’ (37).

However, shared decision-making is very important in (cancer) screening: participants should know the harms and benefits of screening and make a decision based on informed choice. Unfortunately, there are also provider-induced barriers. To achieve shared decision-making, it is expected for the health care provider to be knowledgeable regarding LCS. This does not always seem to be the case. A study by Ersek et al. [2016] in 101 family physicians, found that they continued to recommend chest X-ray for LCS instead of LDCT scan (38). They also showed there were gaps in knowledge about screening guidelines and reimbursement in family physicians. Only 21% of the family physicians presented the risks and benefits of LCS and then recommended screening (38). Also Kanodra et al. [2016] conclude that PCPs were not well informed about the eligibility criteria for LCS; they didn’t have enough time, e.g., smoking cessation; relied mainly on the clinical reminder generated by the EMR; were not aware of the brochure outlining the risks and benefits of LCS which was made available to screening sites; said that patients are not interested in harms and benefits when they hear that the test is ‘just’ a CAT scan; said that patients don’t ask questions about their individual risk. This leads to patients just following the recommendations of their PCP (without having had a ‘shared decision’) (17). Smokers made decisions not based on a mental calculus of the trade-offs, but instead on selective understanding of risks and benefits distorted by feelings aroused by the offer of screening and the recommendations and interpersonal relationships with their primary care physician (37).

Another barrier specific to (ex-)smokers could be comorbidities related to smoking, which is a commonly reported practical barrier to participation (23).

Another barrier linked to the screening test for LC is
concern about radiation exposure (39). This is confirmed by Lillie et al. [2017] (40). According to their results, one of the main factors that prevent participants from undergoing screening is the fear of cancer-causing radiation.

Tonge et al. [2019] concluded that current smokers had more barriers to screening uptake than ex-smokers (30). Couraud et al. [2018] present data from the UKLS, showing that current smokers participated significantly less than ex-smokers (OR 0.70) (14). Trying to break down those barriers will be a key challenge in LCS programs.

Recruitment: general barriers

Besides the specific barriers related to smoking and LCS, there are general barriers to participation also occurring in other (cancer) screening programs. These barriers can of course also affect the participation rate for LCS. Several of these general barriers are related to the screening test and the screening program.

Factors which would deter potential participants from participating in LCS are false positive results, knowledge, convenience of LCS and anxiety while waiting for the results (40). The anxiety that is felt when waiting for results and hospital attendance is also mentioned by Tonge et al. [2019] (30).

Other factors that tend to impact participation are difficulties with travelling to attend screening, comorbidities and career responsibilities. In an Australian study, for example, travel time showed up as a driver of choice (33). Furthermore, costs of LDCT can also impact the willingness to participate in screenings (this can be counteracted by providing free screenings or health insurance coverage) (24). Regarding the financial cost barrier, also it was established that the high costs of health care in the US can impact the willingness to be screened especially in immigrant communities (25). The importance of the financial cost as a potential barrier to LCS was also demonstrated by Kok et al. [2020] where they found that 48.2% of those willing to participate in LCS would be unwilling to participate if they had to pay for the procedure (34).

Current female smokers also seem to have a lower intention to participate (OR 0.28), as was found by Couraud et al. [2018] (14). This was also confirmed with data from the UKLS: female gender meant lower participation (OR 0.64) (14).

Another aspect to consider is the language barriers as many communities are not proficient in the language of their home country and would not understand everything especially medical terms (41).

The free choice to participate or not, also seems to be important. Individuals who had to undergo screening as an obligation due to health regulations were significantly less likely to participate in voluntary screening programs (42).

Motivations to be screened—perceived benefits

Apart from barriers which hinder potential participants to take part in LCS, there are of course also motivational factors to participation.

According to Roth et al. [2018], the four main themes established for screening motivation which should be considered when creating screening plans and programs are: trust in the referring clinicians; early-detection benefits; low or limited harm perception of screening; friends or family with advanced cancer (43). Other authors confirm several of these factors.

Trust in referring clinicians

Health practitioners have a key role to play regarding providing information and decision making. Their role is so important because the lack of understanding of the information in the patient’s perspective could result in no participation. Moreover, many participants rely on their health professional to make the decision for them on whether to undergo screening or not (44).

In a qualitative study by phone, Draucker et al. [2019] observed that physician recommendations were key influencers on deciding whether to be screened or not (35). The quality of the patient/provider communication is most likely to improve screening rates. Smokers prefer to talk about screening options in person with their practitioner instead of receiving a letter as they perceive it as more trustworthy (18). Creating a trustworthy relation with the physician is key since patients will be more willing to undergo screening (43).

Only one study found opposite results. Health care provider recommendations were rated not important in a study by Byrne et al. [2019]. They showed that half the participants had no or little conversation about screening with their PCP; 61.5% had not sought out any information on screening (31).

Early-detection benefits

Quaife et al. [2017] found that the common factors observed that influence participation were: benefits of early detection, negative views about the treatment options and the survival
rate especially in older smokers (25). Also, Tonge et al. [2019] concluded that reasons behind preferring to participate in a screening program were early diagnosis and potential reassurance (30). Communicating the survival benefits of early-stage diagnosis was also found to improve smoker's participation in a study of English adults (27). In a study using the Health Belief Model, Bui et al. [2018] found that the perceived benefits were that screening with chest LDCT helps detect and treat LC (39). An important factor in the decision-making process to be screened for LC is the ability to detect LC early, which was also mentioned in another study (Byrne et al., 2019) (31). Cataldo [2016] also quantified this: Believe that early detection of LC will result in a good prognosis strongly influenced participation (OR 2.7) (45). Furthermore, Kok et al. [2020] came to that conclusion as well: 30% of respondents believed that early detection of cancer was life-saving; 1/3 believed that early detection of cancer leads to a higher chance of survival; 1/5 believed that early detection of LC would lead to a better chance of surviving (34).

Another factor that positively influences participation was, amongst others the perceived personal risk of LC. Lillie et al. [2017] concluded that it was the most important participation factor (40); Cataldo [2016] found an OR of 1.17 in (ex-)smokers who believed that they are at high risk for LC (45).

According to Prout et al. [2018], reassurance of not having LC is a key motivational factor to participate in LCS (44). This was also seen in the study of Byrne et al. [2019] who found that reassurance that one's lungs were healthy was an important factor in the decision to be screened for LC (31).

**Which subgroups participate less or more?**

In light of social equality in preventive health care, it is important that all eligible people can participate in cancer screening and more specifically in LCS. However, this is most of the time not the case. The so-called social gradient in health care, means that people from lower socioeconomic groups, people worse off, people with a migration background, disproportionately participate less in preventive health care. This is also the case for LCS. Several subgroups are identified to be under-represented as participants in LCS.

**SES**

High-risk participants which are less willing to undergo CT-screening are: older, female, smokers, low socio-economic groups and people with a higher affective risk perception (23). Schütte et al. [2018] came to the same conclusion: among participants in screening programs there tends to be an over-representation of participants with a high social economic status (24). This suggests that the barriers to participate in LCS programs for persons with a low social economic status are too high. Ali et al. [2015] also quantified this phenomenon, they found an OR of 0.56 for eligible people with a lower SES (23). Also, an association between an increase in odds for receiving LCS and having received a college education was observed (21). This finding is worrisome, as it is not ideal that those who are at highest risk (lower SES) are the least likely to take up the offer of screening (15).

**Ex-smokers vs. smokers**

Data of the UKLS show that ex-smokers are more likely to respond positively to a screening invitation. Additionally, from the high-risk individuals, ex-smokers were more likely than current smokers to consent to participate in the RCT (49.9% vs. 42.1%; P<0.0001) (15). Barbone et al. [2018] found that participants were more likely to have quit smoking (46). The same results were found by Tonge et al. [2019]: ex-smokers who received an invitation were more prone to participating contrary to current smokers (30). And this was also confirmed in another study in which an over representation of former smokers in screening programs could be observed (26). Ali et al. [2015] found an OR of 0.70 for current smokers (23).

**Sex**

High risk women were less likely to participate than high-risk men (23). Schütte et al. [2018] also observed that in most LCS programs there is a higher percentage of male participants compared to women (24). Ali et al. [2015] could quantify this finding: they found an OR of 0.64 for women’s uptake (23).

**Higher perceived risk**

As smokers already perceive the risk, they may have higher readiness to participate into LCS programs (47). Bui et al. [2018] also established an association between a higher perceived susceptibility and a higher uptake intention (39). Having a history of chronic lung disease, which could be considered as leading to a higher perceived risk for LC, showed a significant association towards willingness to undergo screening with chest LDCT (34). People who...
experienced occupational exposure to dust also showed more willingness to undergo screening with chest LDCT (34). Only Ali et al. [2015] found that a higher affective risk perception led to a lower OR for uptake in LCS (0.52) (23).

License to smoke or teachable moment?

When organizing LCS, it is indispensable that also smoking cessation is offered to the participants who are still smoking. However, the fact that smokers have the opportunity to be screened, could also be interpreted as a signal for them to keep smoking, ‘since the LC will be detected in an early and treatable stage’. On the other hand, the screening could also be considered a teachable moment to get the message across about quitting smoking. What would be the effect of screening on stopping smoking? What is the smoker's attitude towards quitting smoking when participating in LCS?

For most smokers, quitting smoking proves to be difficult. Only half of 61 current smokers who were interviewed face-to-face were keen to be referred to a smoking cessation clinic (34).

Ideally, PCPs could support, coach and advise smokers on how to quit smoking but they usually don’t have the time to discuss it. Patients often don't want to quit, unless they are confronted with a severe disease, as was shown by a qualitative study with 13 PCPs and 28 veterans (17).

Nonetheless, only 10.9% (of 338 respondents who filled out an online survey) believed that a negative CT scan result would mean that they could continue to smoke (45). This would mean that LCS is not considered a license to smoke by the vast majority of potential participants.

Individuals which participate in LCS are even more motivated to stop smoking (10–13% during the 4–5 years after screening) than the general population. There is also a reduction in relapses. However, there are no consistent long-term effects (48).

On the other hand, implementing smoking cessation in screening could also have an impact on the participation rate, since addiction which is a disorder of low motivation could affect one's confidence in being able to quit smoking which is expected with screening. Thus, this could lead to low participation (25).

What can (or should) health care providers and program managers do to reach the hard-to-reach?

Once we have evidence on the reasons to participate or not, which groups participate more or less, the barriers to participate and so on, it is important to also take the appropriate measures to actually reach these hard-to-reach. Several suggestions were made by different researchers.

Shared decision-making

A shared decision-making process between an individual and his or her health care provider is essential to help the individual weigh the benefits and harms specific to their circumstance, resulting in an informed screening decision (49). Many cancer screening managers are fearing a lower participation rate when potential participants are not only informed about the benefits but also about the harms of a screening program. For ethical and fairness reasons, however, it would not be justified to withhold information on potential harms for the participants. In addition, a qualitative study with focus groups showed that a clear and thorough explanation of chest LDCT eligibility, cost, harms, and benefits was of chief importance for both PCP and high-risk participants (28). In the USA, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services approved coverage of screening with chest LDCT for its high-risk members in February 2015 on the condition that patient-provider conversations about LCS participation have taken place (50). It is therefore understandable that some authors want LCS programs to raise awareness, provide education, and promote engagement in shared-decision making, so that individuals have the knowledge and support to determine whether screening is right for them (31).

Roth et al. [2018] summarized the content of these patient-provider discussion as follows: Patient provider discussion about LCS should mainly focus on the: potential impacts of early detection (receive curative intent treatment); potential to avoid chemotherapy; improved survival prognosis; improved health related quality of life (43). Nonetheless, the discussion should find an appropriate balance between benefits and harms, since most participants tend to not understand the harms or do not retain the information about them. Thus, harms should also be taken into consideration (false positives, overdiagnosis and radiation exposure). Evans et al. [2016] for instance, calculated that overdiagnosis in LCS could be as high as 24.8% (51).

There is a consensus about the fact that there should be a balance between information on benefits and harms. There is less consensus about what exactly should be discussed or what aspects should be stressed.

The significance of radiation exposure from LCS and
the fact that an unclear result carries a low overall risk of malignancy are very important. A good understanding of these two areas is key since it can have a positive impact on psychological responses to LCS and false positive results thus promoting participation (52).

Some topics can better be dealt with in a careful manner. The ‘better not to know’ attitude is one of the main reasons for current smokers not to participate. Therefore, it is suggested that emphasizing too much on the risk of having cancer during screening communication is counterproductive and unnecessary as it might polarize decision making. More emphasis should be placed in explaining what early treatment entails with visuals especially the fact that it is not necessary to remove the whole lung for an effective treatment. Thus, a non-confrontational communication strategy that makes the offer more equal and reduces the blame to improve participation of smokers is recommended (25).

Additionally, smoking cessation should be incorporated in the patient-provider discussion about LCS. It should allow a discussion in which the physician talks about the benefits of smoking cessation without belittling the patient. Thus, counteracting the smoking-related stigma and improving the number of people who undergo screening (40).

It seems that there is a real need for patient-provider discussions about LCS, since a high majority of screening program participants had an insufficient knowledge about the disease, personal threat and screening processes to make an informed choice. It was noted that many participants were misinformed about the optimal time to screen, furthermore their information was from general cancer and not specific to LC (30). Moreover, a study showed that 46% of participants needed more information about insurance, billing, authorization and reimbursements in order to engage with LCS. This was especially seen in people who are not covered by insurance or have non-private insurance (18).

For a lot of PCPs, it will be a serious burden to have a patient-provider session on LCS with all their high-risk patients. Moreover, many practitioners do not know how to aid patients in a decision-making process. They could be given guides and online classes as well as offering a website in which all resources are available about LCS for patients to review before going to the meeting. Also centralized shared decision-making visits are possible to decrease the burden on practitioners. After screening, patients could meet with practitioners so that they can understand what the follow-up entails and how to interpret possible false positive results (18). According to PCPs themselves, posters in the waiting area, streaming videos, and availability of decision aids in the clinic might help facilitate conversations about LCS. Regarding personalized LC risk prediction calculators, they think this is too difficult to explain to patients or sometimes they don’t even really understand it themselves (17).

Another possibility to aid in the informed decision-making process is a film. The film would be followed by a session with a health professional to answer any questions and make a decision. The authors suggest that the video (with animations to explain some processes/images) be played in the waiting rooms in a loop so that patients can see it and already have some understanding before the meeting (52).

(Alternative) information material
Many studies relayed mainly on written information (booklet with invitation) which is not very efficient since they are less accessible to people with low social economic status, low literacy level or older people especially if the invitations are web based (52).

An information film and a written booklet improved objective and subjective knowledge. It significantly reduced decisional conflict contrary to only booklets, however, it did not significantly impact the number of participants who underwent LCS (52).

Digital platforms appear to be an important tool in health promotion and education initiatives related to LCS with the potential to impact care-seeking behavior (statistically significant differences were found between the mean number of scheduled exams during and after the digital awareness campaigns and before and after the digital awareness campaigns) (53).

Personalized screening material
Since some subgroups clearly tend to participate less in LCS, it might be useful to develop more tailored information material. The use of targeted, stepped and low burden materials was relatively more effective at engaging people with a low social economic background. Stratifying invitation materials by area-level deprivation may be a more equitable way of attracting participants which could reduce inequalities and increase the reduction in LC mortality since more people would be engaged. The fact that it is not ‘heavy’ information helps to decrease the anxiety/fear that could occur when receiving the information and helps those that have a low literacy capability (16). However, in a recent study, the same authors could not find an effect on uptake of
a targeted low-burden and stepped invitation strategy versus control (54).

Patient navigation
A patient navigation program is a proactive approach to helping patients overcome the barriers of cost, fear, and misinformation surrounding a disease and its prevention. The implementation of a patient navigation program resulted in higher rates of participation in LCS contrary to those in usual care. This is mainly because they acted as a liaison between patients and their primary care team. This mitigated the barriers to receiving care and helped high-risk smokers in their decision-making process. This was mainly effective at increasing screening rates in the underserved and low-income current smokers (55). The use of patient navigators increased LCS participation. They would directly contact current smokers by phone and assess their eligibility, provide information about LCS and help schedule shared decision-making visits and LCS (18).

Other suggestions to increase participation also in the hard-to-reach
Making the importance of screening more relatable to the individual is also key especially in the more resistant. This can be achieved by connecting to the patients’ personal experience of family/friends with cancer, which will make the importance of screening and smoking cessation more salient and make them more considerate (43). Tonge et al. [2019] also sees talking with survivors as a possibility to reduce fatalistic fear and to have more information about the effective treatments and screening tests (30). Furthermore, Wang et al. [2019] have a similar suggestion: potential participants can be confronted with testimonies about surviving LC (18).

The use of reminders for re-invitation increased by a further 10% uptake and allowed some non-responders to overcome non-intentional barriers (16). Ruparel et al. [2019] recommend a repeat information session before each screening appointment (52).

Having screening programs in the weekends or evenings would make it easier for people who are employed/self-employed to participate (41).

Half the women usually go to radiography practitioners to screen for other types of cancers. Thus, this would be an ideal setting to engage them into LCS and educate them as well as help them to stop smoking (21).

The transport issue can be resolved by providing shuttling or uber vouchers and the language problem by sending reminders by email or SMS in a patient preferred language (18). Potentially mobile CT scanners could be deployed (10).

Screening services may be more effective if offered in a freestanding program where multidisciplinary teams and appropriate infrastructure can be brought to bear (17).

Sometimes, suggestions for measures can be very simple: When LCS is for free, there is no potential financial barrier (39).

Discussion
The NLST found a 20% reduction in LC-related mortality with screening with chest LDCT compared to chest X-ray (4). Based on these results, the USPSTF recommended annual lung cancer screening in 2013. Recently, the NELSON study published its results, which also show a substantive reduction in cause-specific mortality for LC when implementing screening with chest LDCT (6).

Nonetheless, one of the main preconditions when implementing cancer screening programs in ‘real life’, is to reach the target population. The target population for LCS differs in at least two important ways from the target populations for breast, cervical and colorectal cancer screening. Firstly, it is much more difficult to ‘locate’ this target group: lists of smokers and ex-smokers eligible for LCS are not readily available. Secondly, the mere fact that smokers have an ‘unhealthy’ lifestyle probably makes them less inclined to participate in preventive health care. Not surprisingly, in their review, recruitment from the hard to reach community was still colored in red by Field et al. [2016] as the only out of 12 areas related to LCS, requiring further evidence (10). Nevertheless, in the meantime several studies occurred, shining light on possible ways to improve recruitment from this target group. Shared decision-making is crucial and should be improved, by providing PCPs with the necessary tools, such as decision aids, to facilitate their job in this respect. However, since it was shown that there are substantial gaps in knowledge about LCS guidelines and reimbursement in family physicians and other PCPs and that they are not well-informed (17,38), PCPs also have to be considered as a target group for education. Not only patient but also provider education should be developed to aid in shared decision-making opportunities (28).

There is a need for more creativity when it comes to information material. It will be necessary to go beyond the classic posters and leaflets but make use of films and digital platforms, which can in addition be more tailored to specific
groups who participate least. The use of stepped and low burden materials could help at engaging people with a low social economic background. It is clear that there should be a balance between information on benefits and harms but it remains important to provide this information in a way that people can understand it. Personalized LC risk prediction calculators, or using a lot of statistics, for instance, could be too difficult to explain to patients. Subgroups, especially the more deprived, could be guided through their trajectory towards LCS by making use of patient navigation.

**Conclusions**

When we want LCS to become a success story, resulting in many lives of ex- and current smokers being saved, it will be necessary to reach the hard-to-reach. This will not be an easy task. This review shows that there are several gaps to be filled. Shared decision-making, a crucial element in guiding potential participants towards LCS, for instance, is insufficiently and inappropriately used because a substantial part of PCPs are not knowledgeable about the guidelines for LCS. Until now, too much focus has been put on educating the target groups for screening, meanwhile wrongly assuming that family physicians and other PCPs were ready to take up their task as a coach for potential LCS participants. Notwithstanding this, it remains of utmost importance that the screening program adapts to the target group and not the other way round. This does not only mean that the existing information materials should be more tailored to specific groups who participate least but also that alternative types of materials like information films should be used. It is clear that we are still at the beginning of the LCS era and that this review can only present an intermediate picture.

Indisputably, future research will have to further increase our insight.
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